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~X/ho Answers the ~uestiom~.

Recovery or Crash? War or Peace?
Currency Crisis or Stability?

America must know hozv and wi~en and why--
We are not prophets. \Ve can’t predict chaos or
recovery. But we can continue to present authentic,
timely, and readable articles interpreting the trend
of the time~-guiding you through the thickets of
conflicting opinion and pointing the way out.

We present a brief list of recent features to illus-
trate our scope and validity !

Inflation--A Symposium by Seven
Authorities

Losses to Public Utility Investors
N.R.A. and The Great Change
We Work for Money--What Is It?
Social Security Act "Anti-Social"
Can We Share Our Wealth?
Rural Electrification Under the New

Deal
JenkinismmChicago’s New Ailment
Germany and the Ethiopian Crisis
Governmental Manipulation of Money
Distribution of Income
How Our Tax System Should Be

Reconstructed
Restoring l~oreign Trade
Regulation of the Holding Company
Public Welfare and the Public Debt

Special Introductory Offer

SEVEN MONTHS ONE DOLLAR
Please send 7 issues of The People’s Money for only $I.

[] I enclose check [] or bill me.
Name ...............................................
Address .............................................
.............................................. M. 2-36
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ffhede f~ist of NEW BOOKS

(Continued from page vii)

GOVERNMENTS AND MONEY.
By Edward Jerome. ’ Little, Brown
$2.50 5~ x 8¼; 372 pp. Boston

Here is a straightforward discussion of the
realities of the world’s fiscal structure, showing
what Mr. Jerome believes to be the basic eco-
nomic errors responsible for present upheavals
in the kingdom of finance. Granted that the
true function of money is to serve as a tool for
the collection of taxes and the fulfilment of
contracts, it should be obvious to clear-thinking
people that this fundamental purpose has been
perverted. In this country, for example, we have
had four different systems, according to which
the nation’s monetary ,institutions have been
administered. Each succeeding system, Mr. Jer-
ome believes, has been worse than its prede-
cessor. Yet the United States still has the wealth,
power, and stability necessary to establish a
standard for commerce among nations. And had
the Democratic platform of z932 been carried
through, we would now be well on the road
to the establishment of such a standard. But the
prospects for immediate action seem poor, inas-
much as the Federal Reserve System, which ac-
cording to the author is by far the weakest’of
the four, has been revised for the worse, and
permanent checks on inflation are, apparently,
not to be applied. Mr. Jerome argues for the
junking of the entire system, and the setting up
of a central bank with forty-eight national banks
as stockholders. Then, he believes, this country
will be in a better position to assume the lead in
a monetary world. There is an index.

.:.

THE TWENTIES.
By Mark Sullivan. Scribner’ s
$3.75 6¼ x 9¼; 674 PP. New York

This is the sixth volume of Our Times; it
b~-ings to a close Mr. Sullivan’s engaging study
of America from the turn of the century to the
end of its first quarter. Opening with the nom-
ination of Warren G. Harding, the work carries
the reader through the days of Teapot Dome,
Prohibition, and the rise of gangsterism. Hard-
ing, we are told, was a man of tolerance, good-
will, and broad sympathies; and an example
of what politics can do to a decent man in
modern America. The entire first half of the
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book is devoted largely to his career. In the
second half, the author devotes less space to
politics and politicians, and examines in greater
detail the social temper of the times, and also
the literary renaissance which was launched
largely as the result of the pioneer efforts of
H. L. Mencken. In all that he writes about the
highly-inflated Sex Age of the ’Twenties, Mr.
Sullivan reveals the journalist’s unerring sense
of news, together with the popular historian’s
faculty for making xvhat is no longer vital seem
real and interesting. The work is profusely
illustrated, and there is an index.

MISCELLANEOUS

HISTORIC OPINIONS OF THE U. S. SUPREME
COURT.

Edited by Ambrose Doskow. Vanguard Press
$4.5o 6 a,/4 x 9 ~ ; 537 pP. New Yor]~

In bringing together these vital decisions of
the Supreme Court, Mr. Doskowhas, at the
same time, presented an epitomized history of
the country. From "Marbury versus Madison"
to the recent Gold Clause and N. R. A. opin-
ions, he has selected such cases as may be con-
sidered essential to an adequate understanding
of our constitutional system and its background.
The book covers problems of judicial review,
contracts, interstate commerce, slavery, federal
power over money, price-fixing and due process,
child labor, minimum wages, mortgage mora-
toria, and price-fixing under the New Deal.
The introductory notes by the editor serve to
give a general idea of the background of each
controversy, the effect of the decision at the
time, and its present significance. Mr. Doskow
has kept his own comments objective through-
out, and as a result has produced a valuable
reference book for the student of American
government.

o:o

THE MEDICAL VOODOO.
By Annie Riley Hale. Gotham House
$2.5o 5½ x 8~; 338 PP. New Yort(

This is another book that aims to expose the
medical profession as an ignorant collection of
swindlers. The author’s methods are typical--
sensational statements, garbled quotations from

(Continued on page xii)

"The ship, plus
the service, plus

passenger

~
list, plus the
Caribbean--it
all adds up to
the best vacation
I ever had."

Pleasure travelers invariably approve the Great White
Fleet . . . the exotic tropical ports . . . and the
sports, orchestras and entertainment aboard our spot-
less white liners. Outdoor swimming pools, sound
movies, and other cruising delights--plus the famous
intimate, personalized service that makes "every passen-
ger a guest".

FROM NEW YORK--A wide selection of
cruises of IO to 18 days--variously to HAVANA,
JAMAICA, B. W. I., PANAMA, COLOMBIA,
S. A., COSTA RICA, GUATEMALA,
HONDURAS. Rates from $I3S to $2oo
minimum. Sailings Thursdays and Saturdays.
No passports required.

Similar "Guest Cruises" to the WEST INDIES and the
CARIBBEAN from NEW ORLEANS, LOS ANGELES,
SAN FRANCISCO.
A pply any authorized travel agen’cy or UNITED FR UI T CO.,
Pier 3, North River, or 632 Fifth Avenue, New York; IN Wes;
Washington St., Chicago; 32~ ,SL Charles St., 2V~v Orlea~.

THE GLENLIVET
SCOTCH WHISKY

"Glenlivet it has castles three
Drumin, Blairfindy, and Deshie,
And also one distillery
More famousthan the castles three."

This distillery is "The Glenlivet"
(George & J. G. Smith). Its product
is a single, unblended whisky, aged
ten years in wood. This has long been
considered the most famous all-malt
whisky distilled in Scotland and we
recommend it without hesitation to
lovers of the finest Scotch.

xi
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(Continued from page xi)

medical texts, most of which are decades old,
and a total disregard of the statistical evidence of
public health studies. As usual, too, there is the
claim of "years of intensive research", though
the results of this research are not evident in
the book. The author’s attack is most severe in
the section on smallpox vaccination, which resur-
rects the time-worn bogey of post-vaccinal syph-
ilis. She quotes repeated cases of syphilis which
have developed after vaccination: but most of
the reports were made in the nineteenth century,
and what the author entirely fails to bring out is
that such cases had nothing to do with vaccina-
tion, but were the result of poor septic technique.
Such complications are unknown today. It is
fortunate that books’ such as this one are soon
recognized, even by laymen, for the trash they
are.

THE CHINESE FESTIVE BOARD.
By Corinne Lamb. Henri Vetcfi
$6 5~ x 73/4; ~53 PP. Peiping

For the past twenty years, Corinne Lamb has
been collecting Chinese recipes from all over the
country. She has partaken of Chinese hospitality
with princes, governors, generals, peasants, inn-
keepers, and camel driver~. Now, in this book,
she presents fifty choice recipes for epicures, stat-
ing the length of time required for the prepara-
tion of each dish, and also its sufficiency. She
describes Chinese table etiquette, various forms
of table entertainment, and gives the reader a
vivid picture of a typical Chinese dinner party.
There are also helpful instructions as to how to
order a Chinese meal in a restaurant. The book
is delightfully written, and there are illustrations
by John Kirk Sewall.

THE HISTORY OF AMERICAN SAILING SHIPS.
By Howard I. Chapelle. Norton & Company
{;7.5° 7~ x lo¼; 400 pp. New York

This splendid volume offers to the marine en-
thusiast the first complete history of sailing ves-
sels and rigs in America, from the craft of
colonial times down to the modern yacht. Closely
interwoven with treatises on the development of
ship types is a saga of America’s growth and pre-
eminence as a seafaring nation. Chapelle, a pro-

xii

fessional naval architect, has spared no pains in
his study; he has collated the experiences of ship
designers and builders over a period of three
hundred years; he presents them entertainingly,
accompanied by more than two hundred plans,
perspectives, and sketches, prepared by him-
self, George C. Wales,. and Henry Rusk. No
semi-technical work of modern times contains
better illustrations. As an addition to any library
of nautical lore, Chapelle’s book is indispensable.

o;o

NASKAPI.
By Frank G. Speck. University o~ Oklahoma
$3.5° 6 x 9; 24~ PP. Norman, Oklahoma

For all ~vho are interested, scientifically or
otherwise, in the American Indian, Professor
Speck’s excellent study of the Naskapi tribes of
the Labrador peninsula is a mine of information.
Much of it is new, the result of the author’s
painstaking inquiries in the field. Alive to the
cultural drawbacks inherent in a people who for
centuries have struggled to wrest a living from
the most desolate of wildernesses, the author un-
derstands why the isolated Indian, whose life is
a continual struggle for food, places deep faith
in a spirit world of his own imagination. Like
many others who have had personal contact
with primitive Indians and Eskimos, Professor
Speck is scornful of attempts to civilize a race
that is better left to its own simple devices.

THE SUBMARINE WAR.
By David Ma*ter*. Holt and Company
$2"50 5~ x 83/44; 287 pp. New York

With not a little sense of patriotic preachment
and propaganda, Mr. Masters presents a group
of true stories relating to the struggle of the
British Merchant Service against the German
U-boats during World War days when England
faced the threat of starvation. The author has
gone to great pains to collect records concerning
the feats of individual seamen, and offers some
hitherto obscure details of various duels fought
between merchant ship and undersea raider. His
purpose is to convey to the public, and to Amer-
ica in particular, the perils attendant upon the
next World War, insofar as they apply to marine
trade and the existence of nations. There are
photographic illustrations, and an index.
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INFLATION AHEAD--
PREPARE NOW

ANY investor ~vho questions THE FINANCIAL WORLD’s repeated predictions
of coming inflation should read the article by Lewis W. Douglas, former director

of the United States Budget, in the Atlantic Monthly. We have space for only the
following: "Record gold stocks, swollen bank reserves, artificially low interest rates
and devaluation of the dollar--all deliberately engineered by the Government--have
laid the basis for the greatest inflation the country has ever known."

Thousands of investors have greatly strengthened their investment position during
the past three years by reading THE FINANCIAL WORLD’s articles on how to
safeguard against inflation. It is not too late for you to study profitably each of our
coming issues and to prepare to revamp your o~vn holdings to meet probable developments.

The beginning of a new year is a good time to form better investment habits. At least 90% of all
investors follow hit-or-miss methods. We believe that 1936 will afford many profitable oppor-
tunities for informed investors. THE FINANCIAL WORLD can help you to become a better
informed and more successful investor. Return this "ad" and $1 for the next four issues. Besides
our next four issues, your $1 will bring all the following:

"WHAT STOCKS ARE ATTRAC~I’IVE NOW?", "A Bull Market?", "1936
And The Utilities", "How Long This Bull Market?", our stock ratings and
data book covering 1300 stocks, "6 Stocks Under $10", "A New Market
Factor", "Inflation Looms Nearer", "Rail Shares In Best Position", .64 "Stock
Factographs" and "An Analytical Basis For Selecting Stocks".

THE BEST INVESTMENT FOR 1936
Here is one $10 investment that should bring you very satisfactory dividends in 1936. Return
coupon and $10 for all the following: The next 52 issues of THE FINANCIAL WORLD, the
next 12 monthly issues of "Independent Appraisals of Listed Stocks", an immediate expert
check-up of 20 of your listed securities with advice to hold or sell, the additional privilege of
obtaining advice several times monthly on individual securities simply by writing our Confiden-
tial Advice Department in accordance with our rules (the advice privilege is exclusively for
annual subscribers). If you want our new book of 640 "Stock Factographs" included, send $11
instead of $10.

MAIL COUPON WITH $1, $10 or $11 AM-2

NAME .................................................................................

ADDRESS ..............................................................................

C FINANCIAL WORLD
elmerica’s 33-Year-Old Investment IVeekly

21-AM Vc’est Street New York, N. Y.

Xlll
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LOTTE LEHMANN
Records ,, Ne,v Victor All,,,,,, of

GERMAN LIEDER
The songs that melt the heart, sung by one of the great
voices of today! Madame Lehmann gives to them a
deeper tenderness,a mellower beauty, the specialwarmth
of her voice and personality that will bring you back
to them again and again when you own this Album.

Thousands of people have gathered in concert halls
in Europe and America~ to hear Lotte Lehmann sing
Lieder. Now you can have the greatest songs in her
repertoire to hear whenever you will.., and to hear
with all the luscious fullness and rich sentiment of
Madame Lehmann’s voice, caught so faithfully by
Victor higher fidelity recording. The Album of 5
records, 10 sides, includes the following songs:

Die Verschweigung--MOZART--Secrecy
An Chloe--MOZART--To Chloe

Ungeduld-- SCHUBERT--Impatience
Im Abendrot--SCHUBERT--Sunset Glow

Dte Kartenlegerin--SCHUMANN--The Fortune Teller
IValdesgesprach--sCHUMANN--Voices of the IVoods

Therese-- BRAHMS-- Theresa
Meine Liebe ist Grhn--BRAHMS--My Love is Green

. Der Tod, das ist die Death is Like the Cool
K~hle Nacht-- BRAHMS -- of Night

Anakreons Grab--HUGO WOLF--Anacreon’s Grave
In dem Schatten meiner In the Shadows of

Locken--HUGO WOLF--My Tresses

Ask your dealer to play this new Victor Album of
German Lieder as only Lotte Lehmann can sing them!

The price of the Album is $7.50.

VICTOK

RCAVictor Division, RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc., Camden, N. J.

xiv

An enterprise that American record-collectors have
long been admiring at a distance has come nearer
to their grasp with the recent release here of the
first four volumes in The Columbia History o/ Music
through Eat" and Eye, a venture originating in Eng-
land. Though this has suspiciously the sound of one
of those travel books entitled Through Borneo with
Gun and Camera, it is actually a ~vholly dignified
presentation of musical history, in outline, through
annotated phonograph records. Each volume of eight
ten-inch discs is accompanied by a fifty-page booklet
containing historic and descriptive material about
the music and its significance, the whole edited by
the distinguished English musician and critic, Percy
Scholes. I have said this is a history "in outline"
simply because it is an obvious impossibility to
illustrate the contributions to music of Bach, or
Mozart, or Schumann, or Hugo Wolf on a handful
of record-sides, nor does Dr. Scholes pretend it is
possible. People, however, who have been baffled
by the meaning of "plainsong", or "canon", or
"lled", or other of the staples of the music critic’s
jargon will find both prime examples of these things
and a clue to their position in musical history in
this set. The artists are all competent, if not uni-
formly of international celebrity. Musical connois-
seurs will find material to interest them, also, in
certain esoterica selected by Dr. Scholes from various
of the periods. The present volumes cover: I to the
opening of the seventeenth century; II to the death
of Bach and Hiindel; III from Bach’s sons to Beetho-
ven; and IV music as romance and as national ex-
pression. Additions covering opera and twentieth-
century music are planned for future release. Each
album sells for $~o.

Among the year-end releases of Victor--an annual
procedure whereby the shelves are relieved of a
large quantity of records not issued during the year
--are several items of uncommon interest. The
largest group, and the most meritorious, consists of
chamber music, particularly string quartets. Among
them is an outstandingly fine performance of Mozart’s
C major quartet by the Budapest ensemble (RCA-
Victor, three ~-inch records, $6.5o), distinguished
both by the excellence of the playing and the realism
of the reproduction. The Pro-Arte Quartet offers the
first of the Bartok quartets- opus 7--a task nearer
to their best abilities than the classic works in which
tbey have been recently heard. Though this is not
music to which one should be exposed without a
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thoroughgoing knowledge of the composer’s philo-
sophical outlook, his preference in liquors, and prob-
ably the color of his eyes, it is, among specialists,
held to be an outstanding work in this generation.
The quartet plays it as though thoroughly convinced
of its exceptional worth (Victor, four 1a-inch records,
$8.). Also from the same organization is an inter-
esting Concerto a quatre by Vivaldi (Victor, one 1a-
inch record, $2.), which is a remarkable example of
ensemble performance, if not possessed of the musical
values that one ordinarily finds in this composer’s
work. From Artur Schnabel and Gregor Piatigorsky
comes a splendid performance of the early G minor
’cello sonata of Beethoven (Victor, three 12-inch
records, $6.5o), which suggests that the two artists
would be well. employed in making a complete series
of these works.

A revealing glimpse into the heart of a modernist,
if the contradiction may be tolerated, is provided by
a series of three nocturnes for piano by Francis
Poulenc, contemporary Frenchman. Though Poulenc
has perpetrated his share of musical eccentricity,
these brief pieces display a bias toward the lush and
sentimental which is probably much nearer to his
essential character than all his bright irreverent medioc-
rities. They hardly comprise momentous music, but
each contains an attractive idea poorly handled. The
composer performs them xvell (Columbia, one
inch record, $~.). Also French in its origin is 
complete recording o£ the Chopin Preludes, with
Alfred Cortot as the pianist. Though Cortot has not
played in America for some years, he has lost
neither his technical skill nor his interpretative under-
standing, and the performance of the preludes con-
stitutes a fitting companion set to his earlier version
of the Ballades (Victor, four 12-inch records, $8.).

Among recent orchestral recordings the honors still
belong to the Weingartner version of Beethoven’s
Ninth Symphony, which x~as briefly noted in this
place last month. A closer examination reveals that
the quality of recording achieved in the final section
is not matched in the first two movements. These
possess neither the spaciousness nor the sonority of
the excellent reproduction of the chorus and soloists.
But the use of a German text for the Schiller ode
is a prizeable advantage for a recording possessing
Weingartner’s exemplary interpretative authenticity
(Columbia, eighe i2-inch discs, $~2.). Richard Mayr
is the excellent bass of the solo quartet, whose other
members are Louise Helletsgruber, soprano, Rosetta
Anday, contralto, and G. Maikl, tenor. The chorus
is that of the Vienna State Opera, and the orchestra
the Vienna Philharmonic. For those who have a
tolerance for orchestrated piano music, Piero Coppola
and the Paris Conservatory Orchestra may be heard
in Debussy’s Children’s Corner (Victor, three ~o-
inch records, $3.5o),

Unique Informer
T ODAY world affairs are American affairs.

Every major event and influence now
courses freely and quickly through the nerve
fabric of the world and registers its effect
upon our national and individual lives. In
politics, and in every phase of economy, the
sciences, the arts, religion and philosophy
the world’s progress and decay is our own,
and we can be at the best but blind gropers
so long as we remain uninformed of the
course of events abroad and the minds of
other peoples engaged with us in shaping
the destiny of all.

Yet, after ninety.one years of continuous
publication, The Living Age remains the
only important journal of high literary cali-
ber devoted to the vital purpose of "bring-
ing the world to America."

Each issue girdles the earth with its expertly
translated selections of the most timely and
authoritative articles from the leading peri-
odicals of foreign lands--articles by states-
men and journalists whose words carry an
interest and illumination far beyond the
power of the ordinary "observer" to convey.
And each month The Living Age reproduces
one short story from Europe, more significant
in some respects than any factual article
can be.

Thousands of the ablest people in America
say that The Living Age is the most interest.
ing and important journal ever published
in this country. Try it, and you will surely
agree with them.

Regularly The Living Age costs
$6 a year by subscription. You
can save $1.50 while acquaint-
ing yourself with it by mailing
the appended order ~orm with
ONLY $2 to cover a 7-month
subscription.

THE LIVING AGE, 253 Broadway, N. Y.

For the enclosed $2 ~lease enter my 7-month
subscription at once.

Name ...................................

Street ...................................

City .....................................
2AM-36
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.4 biography of
the "mystery man of Europe"

Zaharoff
The .4rmaments King

By ROBERT NEUMANN

Dr. Charles ~1. Beard says: "More fasci-
nating to me than Sherlock Holmes and
of immense and immediate importance to
bewildered mankind." Neumann spent
)’ears tracking down this sensational
and lurid life, a life which has been the
focal point of the international armaments
and oil rackets. As Dr. Beard suggests,
it is as gripping as a detective story, but
more--it is a significant document. $2.75

Two "prizes were awarded to

Perish in Their Pride
By HENRY DE MONTHERLANT

the Grand Prize of the French Academy
and the Heinemann Prize. A novel of three
brothers, the last descendants of a French
noble family, it is a distinguished work by
a French writer--one of the few--who
compels translation. ~2.50

Haven for the
Gallant

By THOMAS ROURKE

A fine novel by the author of Thun-
der Below, Stallion From the North
and The Scarlet Flower. It is a tale
of our times which tells how two
couples responded to the loss of
their fortunes and how they tried to
create a new life out of working and
living close to nature. The scene is
the Shrewsbury River in New Jersey,
and the strange moods and violent
storms of the old river provide a
perfect background for an intensely
dramatic, moving story. $2.00

portrait of your neighborwand you

Modern Man
His Belief and Behavior

By HARVEY FERGUSSON

Here is a portrait of the average
intelligent man of today--a study
of what he believes, how he behaves,
and what his future may be. It grew
out of a need felt by Mr. Fergusson
to understand the world in which
he lives-- and so universal has been
his experience, so honest his obser-
vation, so frank his statement of it,
that you will probably fin d yourself
in this extraordinary book. $2.75

.4 novel of Germany’s lost generation

Journey into Freedom
By KLAUS MANN

The son of Thomas Mann tells in this
story how a German girl tried to find a
new life in a strange world. It is the story
of a brief idyll of love in a desperate age--
an age which makes itself felt with all its
pain and nobility and idealism even in
remote and distant places. It is a novel
which reveals what the idealistic ekiles of
Germany are feeling and thinking in
these days. $2.50

For the happy few--

Maurice Baring’s
DARB¥ AND JOAN

A new novel by the distinguished author
of In My End Is My Beginning, The
Lonely Lady of Dulwich, Lost Lectures, etc.
The story of a woman who had every-
thing she wanted except what she wanted
most--written with Mr. Baring’s inim-
itable delicacy and urbanity. $2.00

~,,~-~ ALFRED-A. KNOPF-73 ° Fifth Avenue-N.Y-
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FIFTY YEARS OF SERVICE IN NEW YORK
The importance of the Fifth Avenue buses as a means of transportation is appreciated by

many thousands of New Yorkers and by visitors from all over the country.
Since the days of long ago the policy of a seat for every passenger has not been changed.

A ten cent fare is charged.
Known as the motor car for shoppers, the Fifth Avenue buses deliver a large number of

people directly to the leading department stores and specialty shops. The figures below,
showing the number of passengers delivered directly to the door of various stores, are interesting."

Lord & Taylor’s 378,000 passengers per year
Altman’s 423,000 ,, ,. .
McCreery’s Fifth Ave. Entrance 233,400 ,, ,. .
Best & Co. 184,500 . ,, .
Franklin Simon & Co. 134,700 ,, ,, ,,
John Wanamaker 284,290 . ,, ,,

Let us send you our presentation and rate circular. An advertising agency commission
of 15% and a 2% cash discount are of course part of our program and have been for 15 years.

JOHN H. LIVINGSTON, Jr.
Advertising Space in the Fifth Avenue Buses

425 Fifth Avenue, N.Y. Caledonia 5-2151

(Times World Wide Photo)

This is the first oF a I~eet of new streamline buses, which will shortly be put into service on routes of the Fi~th Avenue Couch Company, us it
ap~ared near City Hall recently. Here it was inspected by city officials and ¯ vast throng, anxious to see this latest, most modern vehicle

which will sraduaIJy replace the larniliar old buses.

THE t~ADDOI~ CRAFTSME~T~ INC.
CAMDEN) ~..T.
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W/TH EVERY TUP~N of the giant lathe, this cylinder in-

cremes in value, As unworked metal, it is worth only ,.a’ few cents a pound. But shaped,
finished, as part of an. automobile, a refrigerator, or a plumbing fixture, it becomes
useful and valuable. Machine tools convert metal into products indispensable to you.

In factories, all over the world, G-E motors drive intricate mac.hines. G-E apparatus’ ~ontrols
their operation. The machines are shaping necessities for industry and for the home.

Carboloy tools, a G-E development, cut metal with unprecedented speed. Electric gauges
touch polished surfaces and accurately measure dimensions less than one ten-thousandth of
an inch. Copper brazing and atomic-hydrogen welding join metal parts into a useful whole.
X-rays, from tubes developed in the G-E ’Research Laboratory, in Schenectady, N Y.,
probe the inner secrets of metals and point the way to improvements in material and design.

Such advances in manufacturing, made possible, in part, by G-E research, come home to
you in better quality and lower cost in the machine-made products that are part of your daily
life. Not only the electrical industry but every field of endeavor benefits by G-E research--
research that has saved the public from ten to one hundred dollars for every dollar it has
earned for General Electric.

96-206
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